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THESIS ABSTRACT 
NAME: SALAH HUSSAIN AL-KHALIFA. 
TITLE OF STUDY: PLAYOUT SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE BASED ON NORMALIZED 
LEAST MEAN SQUARE (NLMS) ALGORITHM.  
MAJOR FIELD: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. 
DATE: 20 May,  2006 
 
In the packet-switched networks, real-time quality of multimedia communications can 
be adversely affected by transmission delays and their variations. Depending on the 
network conditions (traffic, load, bandwidth, ect.) packets are transmitted through 
different route paths that provide the optimum flow for the packets and reach the 
destination with variable delays. In the presence of jitter, the received packets are first 
queued into a smoothing buffer before being played out. We seek an optimum receiver 
that is able to receive and schedule the playout of the video packets at the correct time 
such that the tradeoff between playout delays and packet loss are improved. 
 
In this work, we describe the packet flow in packet switched networks and identify the 
sources of delay that affect the real-time quality of multimedia packet communications. 
The Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) technique to schedule the playout delay 
for packet voice communications is reviewed and compared with Least-Mean Square 
(LMS) technique. We introduce packet video systems where we analyze the MPEG 
variable bit rate (VBR) encoder. Finally, we propose the NLMS technique in 
videoconferencing application to estimate video playout scheduling to obtain improved 
real-time video with lower packet losses.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 PACKET MULTIMEDIA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 
Packet multimedia communication technologies use the data network 
infrastructure and resources to provide audio and video communication across 
dispersed geographical locations. It enables long distance calls and remote 
video conferencing to be conducted in any part in the world at very low costs. 
Similar to data packets, multimedia packets travel through the Internet with 
considerable reduction of operating costs.  Also, the integration of multimedia 
and data traffic provides efficient utilization of network resources. 
Additionally, as the resources to the internet become available, exchanging 
multimedia does not require extra costs and the operation of adding, removing 
or configuring features is less complicated and can be conducted easily. 
 
Conventional circuit-switched networks, which are designed for digital 
multimedia communications offer better quality because the communication 
channel between two stations has its own dedicated path and bandwidth. With 
circuit switching, multimedia packets are sent directly from the transmitter to 
the receiver where they are received in order, one after another in a single path. 
In packet-switching, routers determine a path for each packet on dynamic basis 
where they are directed over many paths to reach to the destination.  
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In IP telephony, for example, analog voice signals generated for transmission 
are first converted into a bit stream. The digitized bits are then packetized and 
sent over the network. The packetization process collects compressed voice 
frames and converts them into an IP packet. At the receiving end, the process is 
reversed and the voice frame is decompressed.  
 
In packet-switched networks, delay in multimedia packets becomes an 
important challenge as the perceived quality of voice or video is sensitive to 
delay. Variation in the delay or jitter is another problem for interactive 
multimedia applications. Hence, the receiver must exploit an effective playout 
mechanism to account for delay variations experienced by each packet and 
provide acceptable and synchronous communication between sending and 
receiving ends. 
 
1.2 PRINCIPLES OF PACKET SYNCHRONIZATION 
Packet switched network represents an effective technology to integrate 
multimedia and data packets over transmission path. The transmission over 
packet-switched networks, however, requires reconstruction of the continuous 
stream of data from the set of packets sent through the network. Because the 
packets travel through several network routers before reaching the destination, 
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they encounter different amount of delay due to the queuing process in the 
routing path.  
 
Multimedia packets are produced at the packet sender (PS) and sent at a regular 
time interval through the network. Each packet passes through the network 
encounters varying amount of delays due to router queuing. The arrival of each 
packet shall occur before the read time or playout time of the packet receiver (PR) 
so that packets can be reconstructed into a continuous stream of multimedia 
samples such as video images or voice samples. Hence, the network shall 
provide a mechanism to maintain a proper amount of time delay to avoid 
packet loss. In general, the packet synchronization is more significant in low 
speed networks assuming constant traffic rate of packets on the network.  
 
To optimize the delay and minimize packet loss, each packet has to be received 
at a fixed time interval mD , which represents the maximum allowable delay 
time before the packet is effectively become too late to be useable. Advanced 
studies of packet delay show that mD  is basically controlled by two delay 
factors namely, fixed delay fD  and variable delay vD . The fixed delay arises 
from the packet propagation, fixed buffering delays, in PS and PR. The variable 
delay results mainly from the queuing process in the network.  The variable 
delay vD  introduces the tradeoff between the delay and packet loss. If vD  is 
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increased, packet delay will increase as a result and hence the task of packet 
synchronization and consequently building of the original message stream will 
become more difficult. The relation between packet delay and packet loss rate is 
a challenging task to formulate. Lower playout delay will result in a lower 
percentage of received packets because there will be a lower time margin to 
receive useable packets and hence late packets will be dropped. Thus, packet 
variable delay vD  should be chosen to achieve a certain service quality target 
[4]. Equation (1-1) shows the relation between vD , fD  and mD . 
vfm DDD +=  (1.1) 
 
To properly choose the target delay mD , an effective mechanism is needed to 
determine the playout time for each incoming packet. Thus, the PR must 
determine the amount of delay experienced by each packet. In fact, delay can be 
estimated for one packet and the relative production time of subsequent 
packets can be encoded in the information sent in each packet such as sequence 
number. In this way, delay measurements could be made once per packet, once 
per multimedia session or any in between interval. This scheme relies on the 
clock of the PS to be as close in frequency as possible to the clock of at the PR so 
that clock skew does not distort the timing. 
 
The clock of the PR should operate synchronously with that in the PS. If the PR 
clock is slower than the PS clock (higher mD ) , packets will begin to accumulate 
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in the buffer to the extent that the buffer is unable to accept any more packets. 
On the other hand, if the PR clock runs faster than PS clock packet loss rate will 
ultimately increase. To optimally tolerate these situations, the delay target of 
the first packet shall be corrected by the amount of time drift between the two 
clocks in the PR and PS. 
 
One of the techniques that can be used to provide effective clock 
synchronization between PR and PS is Absolute Timing which can be used in 
higher speed networks and lower speed. In this technique, PR and PS are 
synchronized through a master clock that controls packets transmission and 
reception through networks is used. Specifically, each packet transmitted from 
the PS contains an indication (time-stamp) about its production time, which is 
interpreted by the PR to determine the playback time and packet sequence. It 
must be noted that the distribution of master clock timing to local clocks over 
communication channels may be affected by propagation delay. Hence, to 
provide optimum timing reference to telecommunication devices, the 
propagation delay must be exactly known. 
 
 
1.3 THESIS OVERVIEW 
In asynchronous packet-switched networks, real-time quality of multimedia 
communications can be adversely affected by transmission delays and their 
variations. Packet-switched networks provide multiple routes by which packets 
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are transported from source to destination. Depending on the network 
conditions, such as congestion and bandwidth, packets are transmitted through 
different route paths that provide the optimum flow for the packets and reach 
the destination with variable delays. In the presence of jitter, the received 
packets are first queued into a smoothing buffer before playout. We seek an 
optimum receiver that is able to receive and schedule the playout of the video 
packets at the correct time such that the tradeoff between playout delays and 
packet loss are improved. 
 
In this work, we describe the packet flow in packet switched networks and 
identify the sources of delay that affect the real-time quality of multimedia 
packet communications. The Normalized Least-Mean Square (NLMS) 
technique to schedule the playout delay for packet voice communications is 
reviewed. We introduce the delay in packet voice communications where we 
apply NLMS, Least-Mean Square (LMS) and Auto-regression (AR) algorithms 
to estimate the playout scheduling and compare their performances in terms of 
total end-to-end delay and packet loss rate. Similarly, we introduce the delay in 
MPEG packet video communications (Motion Picture Expert Group: which is a 
video coding standard designed for digital storage of quality video for later 
playout) and identify the associated delay components. We apply NLMS, Least-
Mean Square (LMS) and Auto-regression (AR) algorithms to estimate the 
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playout scheduling and compare their performances in terms of total end-to-
end delay and packet loss rate.  
 
Our contribution in this context is to develop a NLMS-based receiver for 
videoconferencing applications so that the total end-to-end delay is reduced 
and packet loss rate is minimized.  
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 PACKET DELAYS 
The delay packets experience as they move from source to destination results 
from different factors related to data processing and communication network. 
The packet delay contains constant and variable components. The constant 
delays typically result from packet propagation time whereas the variable 
delays mainly results from network queuing. The packet encoding process can 
contribute to constant delays if the packets are generated at constant time 
intervals as in packet voice. If the packets are generated at variable time 
intervals as in packet video, then the encoding process will contribute to 
variable delays. The encountered delay is the sum of all delay components a 
packet experiences from the transmitter to the receiver just before playout as 
shown in figure (2-1).  
 
The variable encountered delays at the receiver may result in out of order and 
overlapping packets. In real-time applications, this can impair the perceived 
voice or video quality as it leads to inconsistence and incoherent playout rate of 
packets. Hence, the variable delays must be smoothed before playing packets 
out. 
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Figure (2-1): The packet encountered delays. 
 
2.2 PLAYOUT SCHEDULING MECHANISM   
To obtain consistent playout of real-time packets, the variable delays must be 
smoothed by exploiting a playout buffer at the receiver. The role of the playout 
buffer is to hold and schedule the delay of the received packets for a short 
amount of time just before playout rate as shown in figure (2-2). The delay the 
playout buffer exerts on each packet is added to the packet encountered delay. 
The sum of the playout buffer delay and the packet encountered delay is 
referred to as the end-to-end delay.   
 
In real-time applications, the buffering delay has to be scheduled such that it 
provides lower end-to-end delay at reduced packet loss rate. For example, a 
scheduling mechanism that delays all received packets for a fixed amount of 
time greater or equal the largest packet encountered delay will be theoretically 
able to receive all packets with out losses on expense of large end-to-end delay 
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as shown in figure (2-3). On the other extreme, if the scheduling mechanism 
was selected to delay all received packets for a fixed amount of time equal to 
the shortest packet encountered delay, then the receiver will be able to reduce 
the end-to-end delay on the expense of higher packet loss rate as shown in 
figure (2-4). 
 
 
Figure (2-2): Playout scheduling mechanism. 
 
 
Figure (2-3): High playout delay receiver. 
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Figure (2-4): Low playout delay receiver. 
 
In real-time application such as voice and video multimedia communications, 
the playout scheduling mechanism should be designed to improve the tradeoff 
between the total end-to-end delay and packet loss rate by estimating the 
packet delay and adjusting the playout buffer delay on dynamic basis. This can 
be achieved at the receiver by applying certain algorithm that estimates the 
packet delay and adjusts the playout delay time just before playout as shown in 
figure (2-6). 
 
Figure (2-5): Relation between end-to-end delay and packet loss rate. 
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Figure (2-6): Packet delay estimation and playout buffer adjustment.  
 
 
2.3 RELATED WORK OF DELAY ESTIMATION AND ADJUSTMENT  
Several related studies have been proposed to improve the estimation of packet 
multimedia delay and minimize the packet loss rate. In the following 
subsection, the works related to packet delay estimation is reviewed.  
2.3.1 ADJUSTMENT OF PACKET DELAY BETWEEN TALKSPURT  
The delay adjustment between talkspurts approach was proposed in [4] where 
playout delay adjustments were made during silence periods as they are less 
likely to be perceptible by users. In this way, the playout delay is adjusted on a 
per talkspurt basis during the silence periods between talkspurts as shown in 
figure (2-7). The basic algorithm for this approach [17] sets the playout time for 
the first packet voice in talkspurt k  to: 
kkk Dtp += 11  (2-1) 
where: 
• kt1  is the sender time-stamp of the first talkspurt. 
• kp1  is the playout time of the first talkspurt. 
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• kD  is the total end-to-end delay for the packets in talkspurt k . 
 
 
Figure (2-7): The delay adjustment between talkspurts approach.  
 
Subsequent packets in a talkspurt have the same end-to-end delay and hence, 
the playout time for packet i  in talkspurt k  can be calculated as an offset from 
the first packet in the talkspurt 
kk
i
k
i Dtp +=  
or equivalently 
)( 11
kk
i
kk
i ttpp ++=  
(2-2) 
 
In this algorithm, the playout of each packet in the talkspurt is directly 
controlled by the choice of the scheduled end-to-end delay kD  in each talkspurt 
k as formulated in equation (2-2). Because the encountered delay of each packet 
in the talkspurt has different amount of latency compared with original packet 
production delay as shown in figure (2-8), the scheduled end-to-end delay kD  
can be too small to reduce the packet loss rate or too large to reduce the packet 
 14
2d 3d d d 2d 3d 2d d
i i i i i i i
t1 t1+ i t1+ 2i t1+ 3i t1+ 4i t1+ 5i t1+ 6i t1+ 7i
t1+ 2d
t1+i+2d
t1+2i+d
t1+3i+d
t1+4i+2d
t1+5i+3d
t1+6i+2d
t1+7i+d
Original 
Production
Encountered
Delay
 
Figure (2-8): Original and encountered packet delay.  
 
end-to-end delay. For example, if the scheduled delay is adjusted such that 
dDk = , only those packets with encountered delay of less than or equal to 
d will be accurately received and all other packets encountering delays greater 
than d will be effectively lost as shown in figure (2-9). 
 
2d 3d d d 2d 3d 2d d
t1+ 2d
t1+i+2d
t1+2i+d
t1+3i+d
t1+4i+2d
t1+5i+3d
t1+6i+2d
t1+7i+d
Encountered
Delay
d d d d dd d d
i i i i i i i
loss loss losslossloss
D=d
Lower End-to-End Delay
Higher Packet Loss Rate
 
Figure (2-9): Adjustment between talkspurts with scheduled delay dDk = .  
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Increasing the scheduled end-to-end delay, such that the adjustment is made at 
dDk 2= , can improve the packet loss rate as shown in figure (2-9). In this case, 
the packets with encountered delay of less than or equal to d2 will be accurately 
received whereas and all packets encountering delays larger than d2 will be 
effectively lost. 
 
2d 3d d d 2d 3d 2d d
t1+ 2d
t1+i+2d
t1+2i+d
t1+3i+d
t1+4i+2d
t1+5i+3d
t1+6i+2d
t1+7i+d
Encountered
Delay
D=2d
2d 2d 2d 2d 2d2d 2d 2d
i i i i i i i
loss loss
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
Low End-to-End Delay
Low Packet Loss Rate
 
Figure (2-10): Adjustment between talkspurts with scheduled delay dDk 2= . 
 
Further increasing to the scheduled end-to-end delay will reduce the packet 
loss rate. As shown in figure (2-11), adjusting the delay to dDk 3=  will 
guarantee accurate reception of all packets but at higher end-to-end delay.    
 
Because the end-to-end adjustment is made once per talkspurt and applied to 
all packets in it, this algorithm may not be very effective when the variance of 
the packets encountered delay is large. Therefore, the need to estimate the delay 
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on per-packet basis becomes another attractive approach to improve the 
estimation of the packet delay and improve the trade off between the end-to-
end delay and packet loss rate.  
 
 Figure (2-11): Adjustment between talkspurts with scheduled delay dDk 3= . 
 
2.3.2 AUTOREGRESSIVE ALGORITHM 
Unlike the adjustment between talkspurts algorithm, the end-to-end delay in 
the autoregressive approach is estimated autoregressively for each packet.  In 
[17], the autoregressive (AR) estimate was proposed to determine and compute 
the packet voice playout on per-packet basis. In this algorithm, the end-to-end 
delay is adjusted by estimating the average packet delay and variable packet 
delay in equations (2-3) and (2-4) respectively. 
)().1()1(ˆ.)(ˆ inirir αα −+−=  (2-3) 
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|)()(ˆ|).1()1(ˆ.)(ˆ iniriviv −−+−= αα  (2-4) 
where: 
• 
∧
)(ir  is the autoregressive estimate for the average packet delays. 
• )(in  is the actual delay by the i -th packet. 
• α  is a factor to control the convergence of the algorithm. 
• 
∧
)(iv  is the variation in the packet delay.  
The term |)()(ˆ| inir −  in equation (2-4) represents the magnitude of the error and 
the variance between the estimated average packet delay and the actual packet 
delay where only positive magnitudes are considered. 
 
The end-to-end delay, )(iD  is computed as  
)(.)()( iviriD
∧∧
+= β  (2-5) 
where: 
• β  is a factor to control the tradeoff between the packet loss rate and end-
to-end delay. 
The value of α  determines how fast the AR delay estimation adapts to 
fluctuations in network delay. β  is a control factor that accommodate changes 
in network conditions. A higher value of β  results in lower packet loss rate, 
however it also increases the total end-to-end delay.  
 
Also in [17], a modification to the autoregressive algorithm was proposed, 
which accounts for increasing and decreasing network delays. Specifically, the 
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modification focuses on the value of α  in the previous algorithms where it is 
changed based on the following cases: 
• )()( idin >  then: 75.0=α  
• )()( idin <  then: 998002.0=α  
With the value of α  properly chosen, the same set of equations (2-3), (2-4) and 
(2-5) are used to calculate the average network delay, network variation delay 
and the end-to-end delay. 
 
2.3.3 ADAPTIVE FILTERING ALGORITHMS 
In the AR approach, the adjustment to the end-to-end delay is adjusted by 
autoregressively computing the average packet delay and its variations. In [18], 
the Normalized Least-Mean Square (NLMS) technique was proposed to 
adaptively predict the average packet voice delay. An accurate prediction of the 
packet delays can rapidly track network changes and hence adjust the playout 
delay more effectively. The adaptive predictor diagram is shown in figure (2-
12). 
 
The adaptive algorithm suggested in [18] provides better means of determining 
the average packet delay compared with that of the AR as given in equation (2-
3). Thus, in adaptive filtering technique, NLMS will be used to predict the 
packet average delay where it will be used in equations (2-4) and (2-5) to 
estimate the varying packet delay and the end-to-end delay respectively. 
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Figure (2-12): Adaptive predictor diagram. 
 
Adaptive algorithms, such as Least-Mean Squares (LMS), Normalized Least-
Mean Squares (NLMS) and Recursive Least Squares (RLS), tend to minimize the 
expected mean-square error between the actual delays and the estimate ones. 
Previously received delays are passed through a finite impulse response (FIR) 
adaptive filter with specific taps length to determine and compute the current 
estimate of the packet delay. The mean-square error between the actual and 
estimated delay is then used to adjust the tap weights of the adaptive filter via 
adaptive weight control mechanism. 
 
A. LMS Algorithm (LMS) 
Given a certain desired signal ( )id , the LMS algorithm processes an 1×N  input 
signal vector ( )inr  through a controlled 1×N  FIR filter ( )iwr  to produce an 
estimated value ( ) ( )[ ] ( )1*ˆ −= iniwid T rr . The error between the estimated and 
desired response ( ) ( ) ( )ididie ˆ−=  is used to update the FIR filter coefficients 
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such that the next error becomes smaller. The next filter update is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )inieiwiw rrr ⋅⋅+=+ µ1  where µ  is a step size constant controlling the 
convergence of the algorithm. 
 
B. Normalized Least Mean Square Algorithm (NLMS) 
The NLMS algorithm procedure is similar to LMS except for the mechanism in 
which the FIR filter is updated. In NLMS, the step size µ~ is adjusted in every 
iteration step according to the squared norm of the input signal ( )inr . The next 
filter update using NLMS is ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )inin
ieiwiw rr
rr
⋅⋅+=+ 2
~1 µ . 
 
C. Recursive Least Squares Algorithm (RLS) 
The RLS algorithm procedure is also similar to NLMS except for the mechanism 
in which the FIR filter is updated. In RLS, the step size is adjusted in every 
iteration step according to more accurate variance estimation of the input signal 
( )inr . The next filter update in RLS is ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iniePiwiw i rrr ⋅⋅+=+1  where 






+
−=
−
−
−−
−
−
−
*
1
1
1
*
1
1
1
1
1 iii
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PuuPPP λ
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IPi
1
1
−
−
= ε ,  
10 ≤<< λ   
and I is the identity matrix. 
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In the next chapter, the performance of  Normalized Least Mean Square 
(NLMS) algorithm will be analyzed and the mechanism of estimating the delay 
in packet multimedia communications will be discussed [25, 26].  
 
2.3.4 STATISTICALLY-BASED ALGORITHMS 
Statistical based approach that uses statistics of past delays was proposed to 
determine and compute the current playout delay [12]. Network delays for the 
past i  packets are stored and playout delay is selected such that only a tolerable 
percentage of packets will be lost.  
 
The Adaptive Gap-Based Statistical algorithm [21], for example, stores the 
network delay values for a talkspurt and computes the optimum playout delay 
for the talkspurt. The minimum playout buffering delay resulting in a specific 
loss rate for a talkspurt defines the optimum playout delay for each talkspurt. 
The amount of delay is calculated once the talkspurt is finished. The playout 
delay for the next packet is increased or decreased based on the minimum 
playout delay calculated for the previous talkspurt. 
Another statistical algorithm uses Histogram Approach where the delay of each 
packet is logged and used to update a histogram of packet delays after the 
arrival of each packet [21]. The histogram exploits previous packet delays create 
delay distribution function. The end-to-end delay is computed for each packet 
by finding the average delay for a given percentage of delay points in the 
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distribution. This approach suffers from poor efficiency at two extremes 
specifically, when the number of histogram points is either too small or too 
large. Small number of delays in the histogram will not provide strong view of 
the past characteristics of the delays. Large number of delays in the histograms 
will degrade the algorithm performance because of weakness of the algorithm 
in tracking and reacting to the changes in the network. As suggested in [21], the 
proposed delay points needed to build the histogram is 10,000 packets. 
 
In our context, we will not be using the statistically-based algorithms due to its 
complexity compared with AR and NLMS algorithms and therefore more 
details in this scope will be left for further study. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ADAPTIVE PACKET PLAYOUT USING NLMS ALGORITHM 
 
3.1  REAL-TIME PACKET PLAYOUT TECHNIQUES 
Because the internet does not guarantee the delivery of packets, the packets are 
subject to loss during network transmission. The delay each packet encounters 
varies depending on the path it takes in the network and the level of congestion 
at network queues. Methods to reduce the delay variations can be classified into 
three main approaches: 
1-     Source-based Approach: According to network congestion and load 
conditions, the transmitter adjusts the codec mode to increase or decrease the 
bit production rate. The network conditions are determined by measuring total 
end-to-end delay, delay variation and packet loss rate. 
 2-     Network-based Approach: In this case, resources are reserved in each 
network nodes to guarantee certain level of quality of service (QoS). In this 
way, real-time packets can be identified and given higher priority as they move 
through different networks. 
3-     Receiver-based Approach: In this case, the variation of delay is smoothed 
in the receiver buffer for short period of time before playout. Packets which 
arrive after their schedule playout time are considered ‘lost’. Although 
increasing the buffer delay can reduce the loss rate, the total end-to-end delay 
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of the packet will increase. Hence, there is a tradeoff between average packet 
end-to-end delay and packet loss.  
 
Unlike source-based approaches, which require bit rate adjustments at the 
encoder/decoder, and network-based approaches, that require modification on 
the existing network infrastructure, Receiver-based approaches have gained 
large interest as they only require playout buffer and delay control mechanism. 
Several techniques and algorithms have been developed to estimate the playout 
delay using the receiver-based approaches. Basic algorithms adjust the packet 
playout time during silence periods such that all packets in a talkspurt are 
equally delayed. Another approach is to scale individual voice packets using 
time-scale modification. Moreover, adaptive filtering technique can be also used 
to predict network delays.  
 
3.2   MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF NLMS 
The NLMS is an adaptive filtering algorithm which is widely used due to its 
computational simplicity and ease of implementation. NLMS is known to be 
robust against finite word length effects and has faster convergence compared 
with the conventional LMS algorithm.  Also, NLMS has a stable operation and 
eliminates the gradient noise amplification [24, 25, 26].   
 
The NLMS algorithm can be used as an adaptive predictor to estimate the 
output of stochastic systems such as variable delay of packet multimedia 
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communication systems. Specifically, NLMS tends to identify the behavior of a 
stochastic system by processing the system inputs ( )inr , and providing an 
estimate of the next output value, 
∧
id . The error between the actual and 
estimated outputs ie , is used to adjust the tap weights of the adaptive filter via 
adaptive weight control mechanism. 
 
As shown in figure (3-1), the stochastic system produces new outputs, the 
adaptive system processes the 1×N inputs ( )inr , equation (3-1), and the 1×N FIR 
filter ( )iwr , equation (3-2), computes the estimation of the new output ( )idˆ  as in 
equation (3-3). 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ],,2,1[ Ninininin −⋅⋅⋅−−=r  (3-1) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]1,,1,[ +−⋅⋅⋅−= Niwiwiwiwr  (3-2) 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )iniwid T rr *ˆ =  (3-3) 
The desired response ( )id is continuously compared with ( )idˆ  and the error 
function ( )ie , equation (3-4), is used to adjust the FIR filter tap-weights new 
response ( )1+iwr .  
( ) ( ) ( )ididie ˆ−=  (3-4) 
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Figure (3-1): Adaptive on-step predictor. 
 
Figure (3-2) shows an example for NLMS algorithm with N=7. 
 
Figure (3-2): Detailed adaptive on-step predictor. 
 
As ∞→i , the FIR filter ( )iwr  will steadily come closer to the system response 
ow
r
, or equivalently ( ) owiw rr = . Vector interpretation of successive NLMS 
estimates is shown in figure (3-3). As can be seen from the figure, the NLMS 
tends to update ( )iwr  during each step such that it becomes closer to owr  and 
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hence more accurate identification of stochastic system behavior is obtained 
[24].  
 
( )iwr ( )1+iwr
( )2+iwr
( )3+iwr
( )4+iwr
( )5+iwr
( )6+iwr
( )ixr
( )1+ixr
( )2+ixr
( )3+ixr( )4+ixr
( )5+ixr
( )6+ixr
ow
r
 
Figure (3-3):  Vector Interpretation of Successive Estimates Produced by NLMS. 
 
NLMS follows the principle of Minimum Disturbance. That is, given ( )inr  and 
( )id , find ( )1+iwr  such that the squared Euclidean of ( )1+⋅ iwrδ , or 
( ) 21+⋅ iwrδ is minimum, where δ is a small value multiplication factor [23, 24, 
25]. Hence,  
( ) ( ) ( )iwiwiw rrr −+=+⋅ 11δ  (3-5) 
 
The next estimate is given by: 
( ) ( ) ( )idiniw T =+ rr *1  (3-6) 
 
According to the method of Lagrange Multipliers, the cost function is given by: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]iniwndREiwiJ rrr ⋅+−++⋅= 11 *2 λδ  
or equivalently, 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]iniwndREiwiwiwiwiJ rrrrrr ⋅+−+−+−+= 11*1 *λ  
(3-7) 
  
where λ is the Lagrange Multiplier. 
 
Note that the change in cost function shall be kept close to zero to assure proper 
convergence of the algorithm. Hence, assuming real values, we differentiate 
both sides of equation (3-7) with respect to ( )1+iwr and equating to zero to find 
( )1+iwr : 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )iniwiw rrr ⋅+−+= λ120  
or equivalently: 
( ) ( ) ( )iniwiw rrr ⋅+=+ λ
2
11  
(3-8) 
 
By substituting the result of equations (3-8) in (3-6) and solving for λ : 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ininiwid
T
rrr *
2
1






⋅+= λ  
or equivalently: 
( )
( ) 2
2
in
ie
r
⋅
=λ  
(3-9) 
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By using the result of equations (3-9) and (3-8) and substituting in equation (4-
5) we have: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )inin
ieiw rr ⋅=+⋅ 21δ  (3-10) 
To have control over the change of the tap-weight from iteration to the other 
while preserving the direction of the vector ( )inr , we introduce a positive real 
scaling factorµ~  to equation (3-10) to become: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )inin
ieiw rr ⋅⋅=+⋅ 2
~1 µδ  (3-11) 
 
using the result of equation (4-11) and substituting in equation (4-5) we obtain: 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iwiwinin
ie rrr
r −+=⋅⋅ 1
~
2µ  
or equivalently, 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )inin
ieiwiw rr
rr
⋅⋅+=+ 2
~1 µ  
(3-12) 
 
The adjustment applied to tap-weights ( )iwr  is directly proportional to ( )inr . If 
( )inr  is large in magnitude, the system will suffer from gradient noise 
amplification. Therefore, NLMS overcomes this difficulty by applying 
normalized adjustments with respect to ( )inr  [23, 24, 25]. 
To avoid division by zero (when ( ) 02 =inr ), we introduce a factora , 
(where 0>a ) of very small value to equation (3-12). Therefore, we have: 
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )inain
ieiwiw rr
rr
⋅
+
⋅+=+ 2
~1 µ  (3-13) 
 
3.3 PLAYOUT BASED ON NLMS ADAPTIVE PREDICTOR 
The NLMS is an adaptive algorithm that seeks to minimize the expected error 
(cost function) between the actual data and the estimate by adjusting the 
coefficients of FIR filter. In our context, we use the predicted estimate of 
network delay to adjust the buffer delay because proper adjustment to buffer 
delay can lead to either (or both) lower packet loss percentage (at certain total 
end-to-end delay) or lower end-to-end delay (at certain loss percentage). The 
main objective here is to adjust the buffer delay more effectively and to track 
rapid changes packet delays more accurately [18, 23].  
 
Predicted delay ( )idˆ  is computed from the vector containing the past N delays 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ],,2,1[ Ninininin −⋅⋅⋅−−=r  and the Nx1 FIR filter ( )iwr , equation (3-14): 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )iniwid T rr ⋅=ˆ  (3-14) 
 
The error between actual and estimated delays is given by: 
( ) ( ) ( )ididie ˆ−=  (3-15) 
 
The filter tap-weights are then updated after each packet using the NLMS as in 
equation (3-13). 
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The reactive algorithm, equations (4-4) will be used to compute the variation 
auto-regressively. Then the total end-to-end delay )(iD will is computed using 
)(ˆ in  instead of )(ˆ ir . Hence, the total end-to-end delay )(iD (equation 4.5) will be 
modified by using the packet delay estimate: 




−−+−+= |)()(ˆ|).1()1(ˆ..)(ˆ)( iniriviriD NLMSNLMS ααβ  (3-16) 
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CHAPTER 4 
APPLYING LMS AND NLMS ALGORITHMS TO PACKET VOICE 
 
4.1  PACKET VOICE COMMUNICATIONS DELAY 
Real-time quality in audio applications over the internet can be achieved 
through lowering the total end-to-end delay and by exploiting effective playout 
mechanism in the receiver. The objective in this context is to improve the voice 
applications over internet by lowering the packet loss and reducing the total 
end-to-end delay.  
 
Varying total end-to-end delays can negatively impact the perceived quality of 
packet voice streams. Beside network queuing, varying delays can result from 
encoding and compression algorithms when the encoder produces different 
frames size. Although compression is required to produce efficient packets size 
on the network, it is usually not essential for voice applications especially when 
the voice samples production is constant and frame size is small. Hence, most 
of the total end-to-end delay experienced by packet voice results by the varying 
delays in the network due to packet queuing. 
 
Packet loss results from short buffering delay in the receiver. Retransmission of 
lost packet video can not achieve real-time video quality and Forward Error 
Correction (FEC) techniques proved to be ineffective when bursty losses are 
encountered [56].  
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In this chapter, 64kbps bit rate Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) will be considered 
in for audio encoding and NLMS technique will be presented to adjust the 
playout delay of packet voice. Finally, the performance of NLMS will be 
compared with LMS technique and hence NLMS will be proposed for packet 
video playout in the chapter 5.  
 
4.2  THE PACKET VOICE MODEL 
To properly examine the delay sources in packet voice communications, the 
need to investigate the stages which a packet encounters from source to 
destination becomes very essential. At the source, a continuous voice signal is 
sampled at a typical rate of 8000Hz. Each sample is encoded with 8 bits. 
Compression is can also made in this stage if higher encoding bits are used to 
produce high fidelity voice with reasonable network frame size. Assuming 
constant encoding rate (64kbps) and constant size of produced voice frames and 
no compression, the encoding process introduces constant processing delay. 
The encoded voice frames are packetized and sent to the receiver through the 
network as shown in figure (4-1). Due to network queuing and congestion 
conditions, the delay a packet experiences as it being sent across the network 
becomes more variable. Before voice packets are played out by the receiver, the 
varying delays must be 
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Figure (4-1): Packet voice model. 
 
adjusted to obtain continuous playout of voice packets. The sum of delay 
components which contribute to most of the delays that a voice packet 
encounters is: 
rpnpktp ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆  (4-1) 
where: 
• p∆  is the encoder and decoder processing delay. 
• pkt∆  is the packetization and depacketization delays. 
• n∆ is the network delay 
•  rp∆  is the propagation delay. 
 
In general, a receiver that can estimate the proper amount of packet delay will 
be capable of playing out more real-time audio  
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4.3  ASSUMPTIONS FOR PACKET VOICE STREAMING 
In packet voice communications, packet voice encounters variable delays 
mainly due to network queuing .n∆ Also, due to the small size and uniform 
length of the PCM voice frames, the delays resulted from processing p∆ , 
packetization pkt∆  and propagation rp∆  will be considered constant. In the 
simulation, the following will be assumed:  
1) The continuous voice signal is sampled at rate of 8000Hz. 
2) 8 bits per sample encoding with no compression.  
3) The encoding rate is 64kbps.  
4) The encoder delay p∆ is constant with 0.125 ms. 
5) Constant delay of 12 ms for each of packetization and 
depacketization. 
6) Varying network delay is geometrically distributed with maximum 
and minimum delays of 120 ms and 20 ms per packet respectively.  
7) Constant propagation and traffic shaping delays of 25 ms. 
 
Using the assumptions above, both LMS and NLMS algorithms will be used to 
estimate the proper amount of delay Adaptive∆  required to adjust the total end-to-end 
delay of each packet. Using equations (4-2) & (4-3), the adaptively predicted 
buffering delay Adaptive∆  is used to synchronize the decoded voice frame just before 
playout as shown in Figure (4-2).  
 
|)(|).1()1(ˆ.)(ˆ iniviv Adaptive −∆−+−= αα  (4-2) 
 
)(.)( iviD Adaptive
∧
+∆= β  (4-3) 
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Figure (4-2): Proposed adaptive scheduler for packet voice. 
 
4.4  SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR VOICE PACKET USING 
GEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION 
The PCM voice encoder processes each voice sample and produces uniform 
frame lengths of 8 bits. With constant encoder bit rate of 64kbps and 
compression ratio of 1 (no compression), the produced voice frame will 
experience 0.125 ms delay. The packetization process of voice adds constant 
processing delay of 6.0 ms per packet as shown in figure (4-3). The total delay a 
packet encounters just before transmission is 6.125 ms. The inter-packet delay of 
the network has a mean of 50 ms. We assume that generated inter-packet delays 
contain both propagation and network variable delay components. Any clock 
drifts between the sender and receiver will be neglected. The geometric  
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Figure (4-3): Voice codec and packetization delay distribution. 
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Figure (4-4): Network delay distribution. 
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distribution pattern was generated via MATLAB georand function. The 
distribution of network inter-packet delay is depicted in figure (4-4). 
 
The total encountered delay distribution per packet is shown in figure (4-5). The 
delay distribution has a mean of 70 ms and includes the total sum sender and 
receiver coding delays, packetization and packet extraction delays, propagation 
delays and network queuing delays as in equation (4-2). The playout buffering 
delay at the receiver should be adjusted according to the amount of delay each 
packet experienced.  
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Figure (4-5): Total encountered delay distribution. 
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The total encountered delays are applied to the LMS and NLSM algorithms to 
predict the next delay. Both algorithm filters were selected to have 11 weights 
tap with initial weight of ( ) ]00000000001[=iwr . The choice of the FIR filter 
tap was selected based on the NLMS convergence results for 9, 11, and 15 taps 
selections as shown in figure (4-6). The delays matrix has 3000 inter-packet 
delays to be processed by each algorithm with step size µ  =0.95. Also, the 
choice of step size was selected based on the NLMS convergence results for 
different step size selections as shown in figure (4-7) The values 998002.0=α  
and 5.0=β  will be used to estimated delay in equations (4-2) and (4-3). The 
averaged mean-squared error between the actual and estimated delays for LMS 
and NLMS algorithms is shown in figures (4-8). The figure shows that NLMS 
performs better than LMS as it converge faster to the lowest level of mean-
squared error. 
 
The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss is shown in figure 
(4-9) for autoregressive, LMS and NLMS approaches. The average end-to-end 
delay and the corresponding packet loss were obtained for different values of 
β  ranging from 0.3 to 1.0. It was found that NLMS approach outperforms 
autoregressive and LMS algorithms by reducing both the average end-to-end 
delay and packet loss rate.  
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Figure (4-6): MSE for different filter taps in NLMS. 
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Figure (4-7): MSE for different step-size in NLMS. 
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Figure (4-8): MSE between the actual and the NLMS estimated delays. 
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Figure (4-9): The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss. 
Beta = 1.0 
Beta = 0.3
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4.5  SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR VOICE PACKET USING 
PARETO DISTRIBUTION 
 
In this section, we apply Pareto distribution on the network delay to examine and 
compare the performance of autoregressive, LMS-based and NLMS-based 
algorithms on the end-to-end packet voice delay and packet loss rate. Similar to 
section 4.4, the PCM voice encoder processes each voice sample and produces 
uniform frame lengths of 8 bits. With constant encoder bit rate of 64kbps and 
compression ratio of 1 (no compression), the produced voice frame will 
experience 0.125 ms delay. The packetization process of voice adds constant 
processing delay of 6.0 ms per packet as shown in figure (4-10). The total delay 
a packet encounters just before transmission is 6.125 ms.  The inter-packet delay 
of the network has a mean of 50 ms.  We assume that generated inter-packet 
delays contain both propagation and network variable delay components. Any 
clock drifts between the sender and receiver will be neglected. The Pareto 
distribution pattern was generated via MATLAB simpareto function. The 
distribution of network inter-packet delay is depicted in figure (4-11). 
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Figure (4-10): Voice codec and packetization delay distribution. 
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Figure (4-11): Network delay distribution - Pareto. 
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The total encountered delay distribution per packet is shown in figure (4-12). 
The delay distribution has a mean of 70 ms and includes the total sum sender 
and receiver coding delays, packetization and packet extraction delays, 
propagation delays and network queuing delays as in equation (4-2). The 
playout buffering delay at the receiver should be adjusted according to the 
amount of delay each packet experienced.  
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Figure (4-12): Total encountered delay distribution. 
 
The total encountered delays are applied to the LMS and NLSM algorithms to 
predict the next delay. As described in section 4.4, adaptive filter were selected 
to have the following parameters: 
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• 11 weights tap with initial weight of ( ) ]00000000001[=iwr . 
• The delays matrix has 3000 inter-packet delays. 
• Step size µ  =0.95.  
• The values 998002.0=α  and 5.0=β  will be used to estimated delay in 
equations (4-2) and (4-3).  
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Figure (4-13): The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss. 
 
 
The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss is shown in figure 
(4-13) for autoregressive, LMS and NLMS approaches. The average end-to-end 
delay and the corresponding packet loss were obtained for different values of 
Beta = 1.0 
Beta = 0.3
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β  ranging from 0.3 to 1.0. As shown in figure (4-13), lower values of β produce 
lower average end-to-end delays whereas higher values of β produce higher 
average end-to-end delays. It was found that NLMS approach outperforms 
autoregressive and LMS algorithms by reducing both the average end-to-end 
delay and packet loss rate.  
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CHAPTER 5 
APPLYING NLMS ALGORITHM TO PACKET VIDEO 
 
5.1  THE PACKET VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS DELAYS 
Achieving low latency is of utmost importance to enhance the real time quality 
in both audio and video applications over the internet. Internet video 
communication, in particular, is bandwidth intensive and subject to packet 
delay, and packet loss.  
 
Several studies have been introduced to improve the applications of internet 
video communications such as prerecorded video materials, live events and 
video conferencing. Because the amount of motion or changes in the picture in 
each situation is different, video encoders produce varying sizes of video 
frames. For example, broadcasting live sport event produces larger frames 
compared with a videoconferencing. This is because the amount of motions in a 
sport event is much higher than those in a conference room where a still picture 
dominates the small movements.   
 
Large production of video frames, in general, results in higher video rates 
which can lead to network congestion especially when exceeding the network 
bandwidth capacity. This may adversely affect other transmission control protocol 
(TCP) traffic which reduce transmission rate as a reaction to the network 
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congestion. Thus, network-friendly packet video streams are to be obtained by 
encoders to fit the network traffic conditions. 
 
Varying delay can negatively impact the perceived quality of packet video 
streams. Good quality video frames require bits compression and extensive 
encoding and decoding processes at the transmitter and the receiver. The codec 
processing delay varies according to the size of each video frame. As a result, 
the total end-to-end delay experienced by packet video is affected by the 
varying delays in the codec as well as varying network delays. 
 
Another challenge in internet video communications is packet loss which may 
results in video error. Lack of error adjustment introduces error propagation 
and hence gives time-varying quality of real-time video. Also, retransmission of 
lost packet video can’t achieve real-time video quality and Forward Error 
Correction (FEC) techniques proved to be ineffective when bursty losses are 
encountered.  
 
In this chapter, variable bit rate MPEG coding will be considered in 
videoconferencing systems and  NLMS technique will be proposed to adjust the 
playout delay of packet video by responding to changing network delays. 
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5.2  THE PACKET VIDEO MODEL 
To properly examine the delay sources in packetized video communications, 
the need to investigate the stages which a packet video encounters from source 
to destination becomes of great importance.  
 
At the source, continuous video is sampled into images. The sampling process 
is performed by an image sampler at a typical rate of 5 to 30 images per second. 
In general, higher sampling rates allows for shorter image production delays. 
The resulted samples of images are encoded and compressed so that quality 
video with reasonable network frame size is produced. Assuming constant 
encoding rate, the encoding and compression processes introduce variable 
processing delay due to varying size of produced video frames. The encoded 
video frames  
 
Figure (5-1): Packet video model. 
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are packetized and sent to the receiver through the network. Due to network 
queuing and congestion conditions, the delay a packet experiences as it being 
sent across the network becomes more variable. Before video images are 
displayed at the receiver, the varying delays must be adjusted to obtain 
continuous playout of video packets. The sum of delay components which 
contribute to most of the delays that a video packet encounters must be 
synchronized at the receiver are: 
rpnpktp ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆  (5-1) 
where: 
• p∆  is the encoder and decoder processing delay. 
• pkt∆  is the packetization & packet extraction delay. 
• n∆ is the network delay 
•  rp∆  is the propagation delay. 
 
In general, a receiver that can estimate the proper amount of packet with lower 
end-to-end delay will be capable of displaying more real-time video over 
packet switched networks such as the internet.  
  
5.3  MPEG OVERVIEW 
MPEG is a video coding standard designed for digital storage of quality video 
for later playout. The MPEG system encodes a sequence of digitized images to 
produce two different types of coding format, namely Intra-frame and 
Predictive-frame coding.  
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During the Intra-frame coding, the images are processed to eliminate the spatial 
redundancy. The image is further divided into 8x8 pixel blocks and processed 
by discrete cosine transform (DCT). The resulted 8x8 matrixes of coefficients are 
quantized, Huffman encoded and processed for further compression. The 
resulted encoded image is referred to as I-frame.   
 
During the Predictive-frame coding, an image is processed to eliminate the 
temporal redundancy relative to the previous one. The image is further divided 
into macro-blocks each of 16x16 pixel matrixes of luminous information and 
two 8x8 pixel blocks of the two chrominance components. Motion estimation is 
performed for each macro-block such that previous image is searched for 
similar macro-block. If similar macro-block is found, the difference is calculated 
between the actual and the reference macro-blocks. The difference is then coded 
by performing DCT, quantization and Huffman encoded. The resulted encoded 
image is referred to as P-frame. If no similarity is found, each block is treated 
like a block in an I-frame. 
 
The produced P-frame is typically 2 to 4 times smaller than I-frame as shown in 
figure (5-2). Due to the size differences between I-frame and P-frame, the 
encoder will produce variable bit rate streams especially when fast motions are 
detected. However, the predictive coding provides more compression during 
slow motion scenes. Thus, using MPEG coding in video conferencing 
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applications, where still cameras are mounted at fixed locations with relatively 
small encountered movements, it is feasible to obtain lower sizes for packet 
video communications over the internet. 
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Figure (5-2): P-frames have larger size compared with I-frames. 
 
 
5.4  CBR AND VBR VIDEO STREAMS   
With constant codec rates, the amount of bits needed to encode each image is 
variable and hence the production rate of encoded video frames is also variable. 
To minimize the variable production rate, a smoothing buffer is used so that 
video bits are sent to the network at a constant bit rate (CBR). To prevent the 
buffer from overflow and underflow, a control mechanism is used to monitor 
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the utilized size of the buffer and adjust the encoder production rate 
accordingly. This buffering process adds sensible delay that must be 
compensated at the receiver and hence adversely affect the total end-to-end 
delay. CBR buffer flow control is shown in figure (5-3).   
 
Figure (5-3): CBR buffer flow control. 
In variable bit rate (VBR) encoders, the packet is sent through the network once 
there are enough bits to assemble a packet. While the buffering delays are 
minimized, the packets will still experience the network variable queuing 
delays.  In this case, the total encountered delay can be give by 
 
rVBR pnpktp ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆  (5-2) 
where: 
• VBRp∆ is the VBR codec/compression processing delay. 
 
VBRp∆ can be reduced by using small packets which are decoded as soon as they 
arrive to the decoder. In VBR video streams, the total end-to-end delay is 
dominated by n∆  [reference].  
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Source burstiness, can lead to network congestion and packet losses and hence 
decreases the real-time video quality. To reduce the effects of bursty sources, 
traffic shaping is exploited at the network boundary to assure certain 
bandwidth (B) to the video source such that the burstiness is kept below a 
predefined value (A) as shown in figure (5-4).   
 
Figure (5-4): Traffic shaping. 
Since the traffic pattern generated by VBR encoder is not known in advance, the 
traffic shaper may not be compatible with packet produced by the encoder such 
that the produced video packet is larger than the maximum burst size of the 
traffic shaper. As a result, the packet will be discarded by traffic shaper. 
 
To serve the purpose of this work, the analysis of traffic shaping will be left for 
further study and we will assume that the VBR encoder does not produce 
packets larger than the maximum burst value (A). We will only consider the 
traffic shaping contribution on the total end-to-end delay. Therefore, equation 
(5-2) can be modified to include the traffic shaping delay TS∆ as 
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rTSVBR pnpktp ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆  (5-3) 
In this way, the NLMS algorithm shall estimate the packet encountered delay  
NLMS∆=∆ and adjust the playout buffering delay according to the estimated 
value of NLMS∆ . 
 
5.5  NLMS ALGORITHM FOR PACKET VIDEO STREAMING 
In packet video communications, packet video encounters variable delays as a 
result from video codec processing VBRp∆  and network queuing n∆ . In the 
simulation, the following will be assumed: 
1. Video images are captured from video conferencing system with 
fixed camera and small amount of movements in the location.  
2. The video sampler produces images with rate of 15 images per 
second. 
3. The video encoder produces tolerable sequences of I-frames and P-
frames with predefined maximum frame size. This assumption is 
feasible in video conferencing systems due to the small pace of 
camera movement. The encoding rate is 500 kb per second with 
compression ration of 150. The encoder delay VBRp∆  varies according 
to the frame size. VBR video is also assumed and hence the buffering 
delay of the encoded frames is negligible.   
4. Constant delay of 30 ms for each of packetization, traffic shaping and 
packet extraction processes. 
5. Varying network delay is geometrically distributed with maximum 
and minimum delays of 120 ms and 20 ms per packet respectively.  
6. Constant propagation delay of 24 ms. 
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The NLMS algorithm intends to estimate the proper amount of delay 
NLMS∆ required to adjust the total end-to-end delay of each packet video such 
that the packet loss is minimized using equations (5-4) and (5-5) as described in 
chapter 3. The predicted delay is used to synchronize the decoded frame just 
before video playout as shown in Figure (5-5).  
 
|)(|).1()1(ˆ.)(ˆ iniviv NLMS −∆−+−= αα  (5-4) 
 
)(.)( iviD NLMS
∧
+∆= β  (5-5) 
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Figure (5-5): Proposed NLMS scheduler for Packet Video. 
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5.6  SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR PACKET VIDEO USING 
GEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION 
 
The video encoder processes each image sample and produces I-frames and P-
frames. As described in section 5.3, I-frames is 2 to 4 times higher in size than P-
frames. Assuming constant encoder bit rate of 500kbps and compression ration 
of 150 with 15 images per sample, the produced frames varies in size based on 
the image sample. In turn, this will result in variable video frame delay with 
mean of 25 ms shown in figure (5-6) where the high counts represent the delays 
of I-frames. The delay distribution also assumes small movements in the 
generated image samples (small P-frames) which is typically achievable in 
videoconferencing situations. 
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Figure (5-6): Video codec/compression frame delay. 
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Figure (5-7): Variable distribution of Network delay. 
The inter-packet delay of the network has a mean of 50 ms. We assume that 
generated inter-packet delays contain propagation time and network variable 
delay components. Any clock drifts between the sender and receiver will be 
neglected. The geometric distribution pattern was generated via MATLAB 
geornd function. The distribution of network inter-packet delay is shown in 
figure (5-7). 
 
The total encountered delay distribution per packet is shown in figure (5-8). The 
delay pattern includes the total sum sender and receiver codec delays, 
packetization and depacketization delays, traffic shaping delays, propagation 
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delays and network queuing delays as in equation (5-3). The playout buffer at 
the receiver should be according to the delay each packet experienced.  
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Figure (5-8): Total encountered delay distribution. 
 
The total encountered delays are applied to the NLSM filter to predict the next 
delay as described in chapter 3. The NLMS FIR filter was selected to have 11 
weights tap with initial weight of ( ) ]00000000001[=iwr . The delays matrix 
has 5000 inter-packet delays to be processed by NLMS algorithm with scale 
factor µ~  = 0.95. The values 998002.0=α  and 5.0=β  will be used to estimated 
delay in equations (5-4) and (5-5). The mean-squared error between the actual 
and estimated delays is depicted in figures (5-9). 
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Figure (5-9): MSE between the actual and the NLMS estimated delays. 
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Figure (5-10): The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss. 
Beta = 1.0 
Beta = 0.3
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The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss is shown in figure 
(5-10) for autoregressive, LMS and NLMS approaches. The average end-to-end 
delay and the corresponding packet loss were obtained for different values of 
β  ranging from 0.3 to 1.0. It was found that NLMS approach outperforms both 
AR and LMS algorithms by reducing both the average end-to-end delay and 
packet loss rate.  
 
 
5.7  SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR PACKET VIDEO USING 
PARETO DISTRIBUTION 
In this section, we apply Pareto distribution on the network delay to examine and 
compare the performance of autoregressive, LMS-based and NLMS-based 
algorithms on the end-to-end packet video delay and packet loss rate. Similar to 
section 5.6, the video encoder processes each image sample and produces I-
frames and P-frames. I-frames are 2 to 4 times higher in size than P-frames. 
Assuming constant encoder bit rate of 500kbps and compression ration of 150 
with 15 images per sample, the produced frames varies in size based on the 
image sample. In turn, this will result in variable video frame delay with mean 
of 25 ms shown in figure (5-11) where the high counts represent the delays of I-
frames. The delay distribution also assumes small movements in the generated 
image samples (small P-frames) which is typically achievable in 
videoconferencing situations. 
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Figure (5-11): Video codec/compression frame delay. 
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Figure (5-12): Variable distribution of Network delay – Pareto. 
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The inter-packet delay of the network has a mean of 50 ms.  We assumed that 
the generated inter-packet delays contain propagation time and network 
variable delay components. Any clock drifts between the sender and receiver 
will be neglected. The Pareto distribution pattern was generated via MATLAB 
simpareto function. The distribution of network inter-packet delay is shown in 
figure (5-12). 
 
The total encountered delay distribution per packet is shown in figure (5-13). 
The delay pattern includes the total sum sender and receiver codec delays, 
packetization and depacketization delays, traffic shaping delays, propagation 
delays and network queuing delays as in equation (5-3). The playout buffer at 
the receiver should be according to the delay each packet experienced.  
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Figure (5-13): Total encountered delay distribution. 
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The total encountered delays are applied to the NLSM filter to predict the next 
delay as described in chapter 3. The NLMS FIR filter was selected to have: 
• 11 weights tap with initial weight of ( ) ]00000000001[=iwr . 
• The delays matrix has 5000 inter-packet delays. 
• scale factor µ~  = 0.95. 
• The values 998002.0=α  and 5.0=β  will be used to estimated delay in 
equations (5-4) and (5-5).  
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Figure (5-14): The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss. 
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The total tradeoff between end-to-end delay and packet loss is shown in figure 
(5-14) for autoregressive, LMS and NLMS approaches. The average end-to-end 
delay and the corresponding packet loss were obtained for different values of 
β  ranging from 0.3 to 1.0. As shown in figure (5-14), lower values of β produce 
lower average end-to-end delays whereas higher values of β produce higher 
average end-to-end delays. It was found that NLMS approach outperforms 
both AR and LMS algorithms by reducing both the average end-to-end delay 
and packet loss rate.  
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMERY, RESULTS AND FURTHER STUDY 
 
In this work, the effects of packet delay and loss in packet multimedia networks 
were investigated. In chapter one, we started by introducing basic packet 
synchronization where we pointed out the relation between the components of 
the total delay and identified the fixed and variable delays.  
 
In chapter two, we provided a background for packet voice and video delays 
where we described the constant and variable delay components. Also, we 
discussed the effects of variable delays in packet multimedia communications 
and indicated the delay smoothing procedure that eliminates the varying 
delays of received packets before playout. In addition, we described the packet 
playout adjustment and provided two examples of delay scheduling schemes 
where we found that small delay adjustment contributes less to the end-to-end 
delay on the expense of large packet loss rate whereas large delay adjustment 
contributes in less packet loss rate on expense of large end-to-end delay. We 
indicate that for packet multimedia communications, the receiver must be able 
to reduce the end-to-end delay and decrease the packet loss rate to achieve real-
time packet multimedia communications. Furthermore, to tolerate between the 
end-to-end delay and packet loss rate, we reviewed related work on packet 
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voice playout adjustment techniques and algorithms such as adjustment between 
talkspurt, autoregressive delay estimation and adaptive delay estimation. 
 
In chapter three, NLMS adaptive algorithm was introduced as an adaptive 
playout mechanism to estimate the delay for packet multimedia 
communications. Mathematical analysis of NLMS algorithm and its vector 
interpretation were explored and the NLMS filter model was obtained. We 
showed that NLMS algorithm tends to minimize the error function between 
estimated and actual inter-packet delays. The NLMS estimates the next packet 
average delay by processing previously received delays through FIR filter. The 
error between the NLMS estimate and the actual delays is used to update the 
weight taps of a FIR filter such that the next error is minimized.  
 
In chapter four, the packet voice delay estimation was considered. In packet 
voice model, we identified the variable and fixed delay components and 
formulized them to include codec/compression delays, packetization delays, 
propagation delays and network delays. NLMS algorithm was studied for 
packet voice communication assuming 8 kHz voice sampler, 64 kbps encoder 
rate, 12 ms fixed delay for packetization, fixed propagation delay of 24 ms, and 
geometrically distributed variable network of maximum and minimum values 
of 120 ms and 20 ms respectively. Finally, the NLMS simulation result was 
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obtained and compared with the AR and LMS based algorithms where we 
showed that NLMS provides more enhanced delay adjustment mechanism with 
lower packet loss rate for small movement video application. 
 
In chapter six, the packet video delay estimation in videoconferencing 
applications was considered. In packet video model, we identified the variable 
and fixed delay components and formulized them to include 
codec/compression delays, packetization delays, traffic shaping delays, 
propagation delays and network delays. We also provided an overview about 
MPEG encoding and discussed the production of I-frame and P-frames in the 
encoder where we identified the packet video delay in small movement 
situations such as videoconferencing.  The CBR and VBR video frame 
production was introduced from the delay point of view where we selected 
VBR production as it introduces less end-to-end compared to CBR. In addition, 
the source burstiness in packet video was considered such assuming that it 
contributes in fixed amount of delay per packet. NLMS algorithm was studied 
for packet video communication assuming 15 images per second at the image 
sampler, 500 kbps encoder rate with compression ration of 150, 29 ms fixed 
delay for packetization and traffic shaping, fixed propagation delay of 24 ms, 
and geometrically distributed variable network of maximum and minimum 
values of 120 ms and 20 ms respectively. Finally, the NLMS simulation result 
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was obtained and compared with the AR and LMS algorithms where we 
showed that NLMS provides more enhanced delay adjustment mechanism with 
lower packet loss rate for small movement video application. 
 
In this work, we found that NLMS approach outperforms both AR and LMS 
approaches for both packet voice and video multimedia application.  
 
Further work on this topic can be extended to study actual packet video 
performance on IEEE 802.11g wireless LAN environment which have recently 
gained popular utilization as a relatively inexpensive mean of deploying 
wireless packet switched network. A suggested scenario in this regard can 
involve the study of live broadcast pack video streaming from wireless 
multimedia server to wireless client station (video receiver) with several 
wireless stations generating certain data traffics on the network. The study can 
apply NLMS algorithm to examine real-time quality of video playout at 
different network load conditions. 
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